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Uniskript can be traced back to 1446 when King Sejoung launched the 
Korean alphabet which triggered a literacy revolution in Korea. In 2002 
Korean linguist Dr. Kim Cho shared her doctorate discoveries on the ancient 
alphabet at the University of the Nations. The basic idea was then further 
developed by a team of innovators from the University of the Nations. 
As a result, the letters were redefined and a technique created to generate 
new alphabets that are both attractive and relevant. 

The art—visual and font creation—is all derived from within the culture, 
thus providing greater opportunities for natural embracement than an 
alphabet that might be imported from outside of one’s culture. 

As we watch the development of Uniskript, which had its roots in a phonic 
system from the mid-1400s, we are reminded just how much the digitoral 
era is mimicking and borrowing from the pre-Gutenberg era.
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Among the gods there is none like you, Lord;
    no deeds can compare with yours.

 All the nations you have made
    will come and worship before you, Lord;

    they will bring glory to your name.
 For you are great and do marvelous deeds;

    you alone are God.
   Psalm 86:8—10 (NIV)
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Editor’s Note
Samuel E. Chiang
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More Textual / Digital Possibilities Please
When my family moved to Canada as immigrants, I was in my early teens 
and I knew only the Roman alphabet and seven English phrases that my 
grandfather had taught me. On the UNESCO “illiteracy to literacy” 
continuum, I fitted nicely into the illiterate category as a young immigrant 
in Canada. On the orality continuum (see Lovejoy 2012), which includes 
learners from those who are exclusively oral to highly textual/digital, and 
who by necessity or by choice prefer to learn in an oral manner, I was and 
still am an oral preference learner.

As an eager immigrant, I sought to learn English with gusto. But the 
Roman alphabet for the English language seemed arbitrary to me, and 
spelling of words did not always make logical sense. It was bad enough 
that I could not exercise intuition in the language acquisition effort, but 
I was lost because logic could not be readily applied to make words and 
sentences. I wished there was some way in which I could see the link 
between sound, symbols, and the writing system, so that I could progress 
along the UNESCO literacy continuum a little quicker.

Decades later, I believe there is now an in-between system which will move 
people more quickly into textual and language acquisition. The developers 
of this innovative system call this Uniskript©.1 

While working on her doctoral studies in linguistics, Ms. Sek Yen Kim-
Cho discovered the applicability of the Korean Hangeul alphabet system 
(see http://sejong-nurigle.com/). This system was developed by King 
Sejong (1397-1450), and put into place in 1446 for the Korean people 
(see page 3 of  http://sejong-nurigle.com/uploads/14_Nurigle_Project_
Proposal.pdf  ). Innovators used the principles of  the Hanguel system 
and developed Uniskript.  

Uniskript is developed from a set of proto-symbols: a rectangle representing 
the lips; a triangle representing the tip of the tongue; one to three lines 
representing how wide the mouth opens for the generation of vowel 
sounds, and so on. Whereas the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA, 

http://sejong-nurigle.com/
http://sejong-nurigle.com/uploads/14_Nurigle_Project_Proposal.pdf
http://sejong-nurigle.com/uploads/14_Nurigle_Project_Proposal.pdf
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http://www.langsci.ucl.ac.uk/ipa/) covers all phones (the sounds possible 
within human language), Uniskript2  is fitted to each language as it is 
developed, only covering the relevant phonemes (sounds possible within 
a specific language). 

The difference between the Roman alphabet and Uniskript may be 
comparable to that of varying symbols used on public restrooms. Consider 
two washroom doors, the symbol ♂ on one and ♀ on the other. Most 
people will consider it common knowledge that the first symbol signals 
male gender and the second signals female gender, but these signs are 
completely arbitrary and perhaps difficult to remember. In fact, these 
symbols are created based on a high acquisition of literacy skills. On the 
other hand, one door with the icon of a man and another door with the 
icon of a woman in a skirt would be more intuitive (across most cultures), 
because the symbol corresponds directly to what it represents.

Uniskript is not meant to replace any already-existing alphabet; it is simply 
meant to introduce literacy in a variety of settings. 
 
What Are the Applications of  Uniskript, and Where Is It Going?
The innovators are already launching test trials, academic experiments, 
and scalable study groups to implement Uniskript into different domains. 
Consider the following.

Reading. Uniskript can be used as an introduction to reading, because it 
helps people see the correlation between symbol and sound. Uniskript 
teaches symbols (icons) that correspond to symbols (phones) in a way 
that makes sense. This process is called iconophonological or icono-
featural. Uniskript is unique in that a visual translates directly to sound. 
Furthermore, the art—visual and font creation—is all derived from within 
the culture, thus providing greater opportunities for natural embracement 
than an alphabet that might be imported from outside of one’s culture. 
The implications for oral preference learners are huge, including those 
who are highly textual/digital.  
 
Children. Children sometimes have difficulty learning to read because the 
Roman alphabet is arbitrary, providing no intuitive connection between 
sound and symbol. Uniskript can accelerate the reading process by making 

http://www.langsci.ucl.ac.uk/ipa/
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a clear visual representation of how and where sounds are made. Children 
then understand how an alphabet represents sounds. Can we dream of 
what might be possible with biblical literacy?

Dyslexia. Current focus group studies and trials in the English language, 
it is already demonstrating that the deployment of Uniskript as a tool to 
introduce the concept of an alphabet to a child produces different outcomes. 
The alphabet avoids any mirror images that might create confusion as to what 
sound is meant to be produced. More scalable studies are now underway 
to see how individuals with dyslexia will function better with Uniskript.

Apraxia. Speech therapists handing cases of children apraxia (difficulties 
in handing motor movements involving facial muscles) and adult apraxia 
due to trauma are teaching patients how to speak through Uniskript.

Deafness. The advancement of technology is so great that hearing devices 
implemented into the ears can now help people who are born deaf to 
“hear”—but how do they pronounce words after years of inactivity in 
the muscle formation of sounds and words? Uniskript is deployed to help 
formerly deaf people to recognize facial muscle formation and how sounds 
can be made and words can form.

Lack of space precludes me from discussing the Uniskript digital input 
system, and ultimately, the Uniskript contribution to shell books (www.
shellbooks.org) through crowd-sourcing. 

This fledging system will need to be reviewed by many others (an intensive 
process which has already begun), and if proven fruitful, will take time to 
gain acceptance. If this happens, it may present a fresh hope for the 1.6 
billion adults who are excluded from the opportunity of reading scripture 
for themselves.

As I watch the development of Uniskript, which had its roots in a phonic  
system from the mid-1400s, I am reminded just how much the digitoral 
era is mimicking and borrowing from the pre-Gutenberg era.

This issue of the Orality Journal is a special one; not only do we celebrate 
our one-year anniversary, but also the articles are keyed off from the anchor 

www.shellbooks.org
www.shellbooks.org


piece by Chuck Madinger. He provides both scale and scope of coverage 
in “A Literate’s Guide to the Oral Galaxy.” Then, we include an aspect of 
each of the disciplines of orality—culture (Snead), language (Gravelle), 
literacy (Moon), memory (Getz), networks (Handley), arts (Logan), and 
media (Swarr, Koch, and the ION Audio Scripture Engagement team). 
Keith Williams was gracious to provide digital and mobile interests and 
implications for oral-preference learners. Tara Rye provided reviews on 
two excellent books that are now being translated into multiple languages.

As promised in the last issue, the labs on adaptive changes are here—in 
print, it is covered by Joe Handley (covering network and participatory 
learning in leaders development), and online, the blog (www.orality.net/
blog) by Jennifer Giezendanner (describing the acceptance process of Bible 
storying in a cross-cultural organizational environment). 

Finally, we are in for a special treat, as each of the writers of the “Seven 
Disciplines of Orality” are also the presenters at this year’s ION conference. 
What they have written is also mediated audibly into what they shall say 
and what we shall hear.

On the Journey Together,

Samuel E. Chiang 
From Johannesburg, South Africa
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 1  The developers of this system have filed patents globally.
 2  A simplified description of the process for developing Uniskript for a language 

involves a few steps: 1.) First, the phonemes of a language must be determined; 
if certain phonemes do not exist within a language, there is no need to develop 
extra symbols for it. 2.) A team is sent to collaborate with indigenous speakers 
of the language in order to determine how the proto-symbols may be adapted 
in a way that is relevant to their culture and art—sometimes images and shapes 
that are significant within a culture may be incorporated into the Uniskript 
alphabet. This creates a connection between the people and this new alphabet 
as well as the shape of the symbol and the mouth. 3.) Once symbols are decided 
on, an artist finalizes them, ensuring their aesthetics. 4.) A font is developed.
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“Mobilizing” the Story of  His Glory (Part 1) 
Keith  Williams

Keith Williams spent ten years serving as a church planter in Asia before 
launching Mobile Advance, a ministry of  WEC International. Keith also 
serves on the steering team of  the Mobile Ministry Forum (MMF). 

My call to missions came 
partly through the reading 

of  mission biographies. I was 
spellbound by Hudson Taylor’s 
exploits and thrilled as I read 
Bruchko (Olson 2006) to see how 
God could use a young man much 
like myself to bring a jungle tribe 
to himself. I was ready to set out, 
assuming I would find myself with 
a trusty machete in hand, hacking 
my way through the jungle to bring 
God’s word to some tribe as yet 
untouched by humanity. 

While this was not to be, in time 
I did find myself reaching out to 
a nomadic people who still lived 
very much as Abraham did. These 
men and women still slept in tents, 
cooked over dung-fueled fires, and 
daily brought their livestock out to 
pasture in the wilderness. 

But there was a stirring that was 
happening. I’m not sure when I first 
noticed its presence. Perhaps it was 
the first time I sat in a wedding or 
funeral tent and saw hands reaching 
into robe pockets to pull out and 
begin playing with a small, shiny 
device. Perhaps it was on the walk 

through the village when I noticed 
a group of young men gathered to 
excitedly watch the small screen 
held before them. Or maybe it was 
the time the young man talking on 
his phone rode by me on his camel. 

I don’t know when I first noticed 
the change, but it really hit home 
when I found out that my friends 
were no longer setting up their 
tents where they could find water, 
but rather, where they could find 
mobile phone reception. People, 
who for thousands of years had 
chosen their migratory routes 
on the basis of  the availability 
of water and pasture, were now 
making those decisions based on 
how many signal bars they saw on 
their mobile phones!

Fast forward a few years to the 
day I met Abu Mohammed at 
my neighbor’s funeral. Abu 
Mohammed, as it turned out, 
fulfilled all the noble ideals of 
his people—he was generous 
and brave, hospitable and an 
accomplished hunter; he was a 
man who still lived in the remote 
parts of the wilderness just as his 



ancestors had for thousands of 
years before him. As the evening 
wore on, Abu Mohammed took 
the role of emcee, regaling us with 
poetry and stories—some true, 
some less so. 

At one point, however, Abu 
Mohammed stopped and reached 
into his robe and pulled out a 
phone. With a couple deft strokes, 
he set the device into motion and 
allowed it to be passed down the 
length of the tent from one viewer 
to the next. When the phone 
reached me, I was astonished to 
find that this 40-something man’s-
man of his tribe had put together a 
video of his hunting 
exploits—shots of 
him holding a gazelle 
by its antlers, others 
of him showing off 
his rifle, and so on. 
What was equally 
astonishing was the 
fact that he had even 
figured out how to 
add a local song in 
the background. This meshing of 
all that was ancient and noble in the 
people I was reaching out to with 
the latest in modern technology 
took my breath away.

Our Changing World
It seems that much is growing 
exponentially today.

The pace of change has never been 
greater than it is today. While God 
and his word blessedly will never 
change, we must have our eyes open 
to see the changes around us and a 
heart open to hear what God may 
be saying about how those changes 
impact our ministries. We live in 
exponential times. 

The world’s population is growing 
exponentially. It took thousands 
of years to reach the first billion 
people on earth. Another billion 
were added in just 123 years, and 
a whopping five billion more souls 
were added in the last 89 years 
alone (Population Curve n.d.).

Human knowledge is expanding 
exponentially. The widely-accepted 
maxim is that the sum total of all 
human knowledge now doubles 
every two years. Backing that up, 
studies show the amount of global 
digital information created and 
shared between 2005 and 2020 will 
grow by a factor of 300 (IDC 2013, 1).  
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Technological change is also 
ramping up exponentially. The 
amazing technological progress 
of  the last 150 years led John 
Dyer, author of From the Garden 
to the City, to speculate that 
Abraham Lincoln would have felt 
far more at home sitting in a tent 
with Abraham than in a home in 
modern-day America (Dyer 2011, 
21). One needs only to see a toddler 
playing with a tablet to realize that 
this next generation is going to live 
with—and adapt to—technological 
changes at a pace never seen before.

Do you recall why the men of 
Issachar were commended in 
the Bible? It was because they 
understood the times and knew 
what Israel should do (1 Chron. 
12:32). They knew God and 
searched out the happenings 
of  their world and combined 
the two to find the right way 
forward.  Oh, that we might 
be like them, and from a firm 
grounding in God’s word, truly 
understand what our exponential 
times mean and what the Church 
should be about in them.

The Mobile Revolution(s)
Looking more closely at the 
exponential change in technology, 
we see that the mobile phone, 
which celebrated forty years since 
its creation this year, is having a 

revolutionary impact on the world 
in which we live.

Ubiquity. According to the World 
Bank, only 4% of the Developing 
World’s population had a mobile 
connection in 2000, and yet 13 
years later, only 4% of the world’s 
population DO NOT have a mobile 
connection (the mobile-cellular 
penetration rate in the Developing 
World stands at 89%) (ITU 2013). 
A telling statistic is that people in 
India are more likely to be able to 
use a mobile phone than a sanitary 
toilet (U.N. News Center 2010). 
When we answer Jesus’ call to be 
his witnesses “to the ends of the 
earth” (Acts 1:8), we shouldn’t be 
surprised to find that mobile phones 
are already in most of those places.

Mass media made personal. In 
addition to becoming the most 
quickly-adopted technology in 
human history, the mobile phone 
has become the most personal 
media ever. In a survey conducted in 
eight countries by Time magazine, 
44% of respondents said that their 
mobile device was the first thing 
they saw in the morning and the 
last thing they saw at night before 
falling asleep (Time, 34). In fact, 
the average person looks at his 
or her phone 150 times a day 
(200 times if it is a smartphone) 
(Ahonen 2013). Beyond that, 
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however, people seem to be almost 
psychologically-attached to their 
devices. They put on special covers 
and choose custom ringtones in 
order to make the device express 
who they are or aspire to be. 

Convergence. One of the reasons 
more people have a mobile phone 
than any other modern media 
(see chart below) is that the 
feature phones and smartphones 
encapsulate the functions of all 
the other media devices combined. 
A Kyrgyz herder can listen to the 
radio, watch videos, play games, 
and access the Internet all via a mid-
priced feature phone (smartphone 
not required). Watch Teleuse@BOP 
profile: Chamara Pahalawattage 
(http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=
je0L9quCleI 
or scan the QR 
code at the end 
of the articlei) to 
get a fuller sense 
of how important 
the converged 
capabilities of the 
mobile phone are 
to those living at 
the bottom of the 
economic pyramid. 

Beyond simply consuming media, 
modern phones also enable users 
to become media producers and 

distributors through built-in audio 
recorders, cameras, video recording 
capabilities, and Bluetooth phone-
to-phone transmission. Not only 
does the mobile phone replicate 
the abilities of all the other media 
that preceded it, but with new 
sensors and it always being on, it 
provides many capabilities never 
dreamed possible. Look no further 
than the myriad apps available for 
smartphones to see how the mobile 
phone brings amazing capabilities 
into the pockets of hundreds of 
millions of people. The WordLens 
app, for instance, allows users to 
see a menu in a foreign language 
automatically transform into one 
written in their own language.

Revolutionary results. This 
convergence of mobile penetration, 
presence, and capabilities has led 
to some unexpected, revolutionary 
results. Studies have found that a 
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10% increase in mobile penetration 
in developing countries correlates 
to a 0.8% increase in economic 
growth (Qiang and Rossotto 2009). 
This has led some to say that the 
mobile phone has made a greater 
impact on development in Africa 
than all the foreign aid ever given 
to the continent (All Africa 2009). 

Revolutionary advances in health 
care are being made in developing 
countries through mobile 
innovations. These include low-
cost microscopes/optical testing 
devices that can be attached to 
camera phones, SMS/texting-based 
health education campaigns, and 
mobile data collection. The  last 
several years have made the mobile 
device one of the most powerful 
tools ever invented for bringing 
down unpopular governments. The 
pen may be more powerful than 
the sword, but the mobile device 
may just be more powerful than 
the tank.

The Church’s Call to Take up 
the Mobile Phone
If the vast majority of the world 
population is now equipped with 
mobile phones, and if these devices 
do indeed provide all the media 
capabilities that the previous mass 
media offered (and then some), 
then we have entered a new era of 
always connected/always media-

enabled humanity. While the form 
of the technology may move beyond 
handheld devices into “super 
watches” and augmented reality 
glasses, the key concept here is that 
from now on the vast majority of 
humanity will be able to connect to 
one another and partake of media 
almost whenever they want and 
wherever they are. This is an earth-
shaking change and it suggests the 
need for a paradigm shift in the 
way we approach world missions. 

Mobile ministry takes advantage 
of this shift and provides a number 
of unique benefits:

1) Access to a very personal space. 
Mobile devices are an intensely 
personal part of an individual’s 
life. When that person allows 
Christian media onto his or her 
device, the message is that he or 
she is providing access to one 
of the most private and valued 
parts of his or her life.

2) Just-in-time media. When a 
missionary is at a store, on the 
bus, or in some other common 
situation, what is he or she most 
likely to have with him or her? 
Keys, a wallet, and a mobile 
phone. The person isn’t very likely 
to be carrying a DVD player, tape 
player, or computer. If that mobile 
phone has some Christian media 
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loaded on its memory card, or an 
outreach app, the missionary 
is ready at a minute’s notice to 
find an appropriate story, song, 
or video clip, and share it with 
the unreached person with 
whom he or she has struck up 
a conversation. 

3) Reproducible ministry. A goal 
of most missionaries is to foster 
a ministry that can be re-created 
by the people they are reaching 
out to without the need for 
outside assistance. Because 
mobile ministry uses tools that 
the least-reached already own, 
it is eminently reproducible. 

4) An approachable means of  
widespread gospel seed-sowing. 
Recent studies have shown that 
a hallmark of successful church-
planting efforts is widespread 
gospel seed-sowing. This 
ensures that as large a percent 
of the population as possible 
have a chance to interact with 
the gospel. In his seminal work 
on church planting movements, 
David Garrison, states that “in 
Church Planting Movements, 
hundreds and even thousands 
of individuals are hearing the 
claims that Jesus Christ has on 
their lives. This sowing often 
relies heavily upon mass media 
evangelism, but it always includes 

personal evangelism with vivid 
testimonies to the lifechanging 
power of the gospel.” 

 One of the thrilling things about 
mobile ministry is how it can 
go viral. With most phones now 
enabled with Bluetooth, media 
can be zapped from phone to 
phone easily and at no cost. One 
experiment conducted by Purdue 
University found that a simple 
agriculture video installed 
on seven phones in a village in 
Nigeria spread to 118 people in 
50 villages after only one month. 
(Follow this link or the QR code 
at the end of the articleii  to view 
the video about this experiment—
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=y0Z4GtfHiX0.) In 
a similar way, I was delighted 
to discover that one of  the 
biggest distributors of  the 
“mobilized” gospel materials 
developed for our outreach 
turned out to be a Qur’anic 
teacher in another country.

5) A Guttenberg Press for the 
illiterate and impoverished 
portion of  the Church. 
Martin Luther referred to the 
Guttenberg Press as “God’s 
highest and extremist act of 
grace, whereby the business of 
the Gospel is driven forward” 
(as cited in Misa 2004, 23). 
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While the Gutenberg Press 
was a milestone development 
for the spread of the gospel 
among the literate and well-to-
do, the mobile phone has given 
the masses the opportunity to 
receive the Bible in oral form, as 
well as to record and share their 
own testimonies, stories, and 
songs in audio or video form. 

6) New access to many millions of  
the unreached. An unfortunate 
fact of the world we live in today is 
that less than fifteen percent of all 
Buddhists, Hindus, and Muslims 
have a personal relationship with 
a Christian (Johnson, et al. 2010). 
While nothing can ever replace 
a personal relationship, radio, 
Internet, and mobile ministry 
provide a chance to initiate 
contact and, Lord willing, bring 
about the first steps in creating 
face-to-face relationships.  That 
said, the Internet is used by only 
2.7 billion people, while 4.3 billion 
use mobile phones (Ahonen 
2012). In other words, mobile 
ministry opens the potential of 
connecting with 1.6 billion people 
who live beyond the reach of the 
Internet. It is significant that 
eighty-four percent of Internet 
users are accessing it via either 
mobile devices alone or some 
combination of mobiles and 
PCs (Ahonen 2012).

A Mobile Instead of a Machette
While I never ended up with a 
machete in hand getting the gospel 
to a remote people, I did find that 
having a mobile has enabled me to 
have a part in getting the gospel 
to many remote peoples. Farida, 
for instance, fell in love with Jesus 
through the videos she saw on my 
wife’s phone and asked where she 
could meet him. Saalim could never 
have brought a Bible into his army 
barracks, but relied upon the Bible 
on his mobile phone to help him 
grow in his faith. Basma, a woman 
who had been widowed for five 
years, could well have been stoned 
to death after it was found she was 
pregnant. However, her fellow 
villagers had seen on a mobile 
phone’s screen Jesus rebuking the 
Pharisees and restoring the woman 
caught in adultery. Learning of 
Jesus through poetry and video on 
a mobile phone certainly played 
a large role in Basma’s coming to 
faith in him.

In the second part of this series, I 
will share ways you can implement 
mobile ministry in your outreach. 
In the meantime, if  you would 
like to learn more about mobile 
ministry, visit the  following sites:

http://www.mobileministryforum.org
http://www.mobileadvance.org
http://www.mobileministrymagazine.org
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